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Customers are managing large unstructured data environments with billions of files and objects. While the most efficient way to
manage these environments is at a high level with shares, exports, and buckets, there are times when file-level actions are needed.
Having the ability to execute a search for individual files using specific criteria such as age, type, ownership, etc., and then moving those
files to another system for further processing can help ensure data is at the right place at the right time.

The ability to move large amounts of data according to specific criteria, and immediately deleting it from the source, reclaims
valuable and/or expensive storage space and reduces storage costs. 

Reduce Costs

Mitigate Risk
Customers get insight into their dark, aging, orphaned, and ROT data with the ability to see what data has not been accessed or
modified for an extended period of time at the file level, across multiple directories. They can address it with a structured
disposition plan and reduce their risk of storing the data. 

Get data to the right place at the right time. Create pipelines to move data that meets specific criteria for use in analytics, data
warehouses, long-term storage archives, and more. 

Get More Value From Their Data

Dark, aging, orphaned, and ROT data can be moved to storage with lower carbon emissions and immediately removed from the
previous storage to help customers achieve their sustainability goals and lower their carbon footprint. 

Achieve Sustainability

Search and Move

StorageMAP 6.5 adds the ability to move files from one system, or location on a system, to another based on specified criteria. Instead of
simply making a copy of data, the move functionality makes a copy of the data and then verifies the accuracy of the copy before finally
deleting the original source data. The net effect is a complete transfer, or move, of the data.

The business impact of 'search and move' in StorageMAP benefits departments across the company with the ability to search for individual
files using specific criteria, move those files to another location, and immediately remove them from the source.

StorageMAP’s search capability can be used to identify data according to specific
criteria. The resulting list of files from a search can be used as the source list of
files to be moved. Moving data at the file level according to specific criteria opens
up new use cases such as distribution of content for analytics, archival of aging
content, relocation of orphaned data for review, and more. 
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